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LEAD INWIPP WASTE SHAFT SUMP BRINE WATER
BACKGRO~'D

ISSUE:
Accumulation of brine water in the WIPP Waste Shaft Sump, and subsequent removal and
dispQsal of this water, has routinely occured since shaft construction. Water infiltration into the
WIPP under&round is minimal compared to most mines and is not at all unexpected. Prior to
remdval and disposal on June l 6, 1995 a. routine analysis indicated that concentrations of lead
exce~ed a hazardous waste limit of Smg/L thus requiring the disposal of this waste water at an
offsi'e hazardous waste facility rather than the past practice of onsite disposal in the WIPP sewage
lagoq>n as permitted by the New Mexico Environmental Division (NMED).

HIS~ORY:

Mo of the brine accumulation in the Waste Shaft Sump results from water flowing down the
Exh ,·st Shaft~ filtering through salt at the shaft base, and then about 400 feet down gradient
thro~gh Marker Bed 139 to the Waste Shaft Sump. Since all WIPP underground ventilation
flow~ up the Exhaust Shaft, the major source of water in this shaft comes from condensate. The
amotjnt of condensate corresponds closely with seasonal humidity in the area. In addition there is
a mi~or inleakage of approximately 0.2 gallons per minute occuring about 75 feet down the shaft
thro~gh a typical crack in the concrete shaft liner.
I

nunJ.s normal operations with ventilation to the underground, virtually non~ of the condensate l?f
inle~age reaches the base of the shaft, however when ventilation is shutdown as an energy cost
savin$s measure over weekends, both the condensate and the inleakage can flow down. shaft.
Durlll8 these periods water can leach lead from both installed galvanized cha.inlink fenc.ing
mat~als and lead packing used during shaft construction.
Ii

ACTlONS TO DATE:
A ca.tbh basin has been installed at the base of.the exhaust shaft that precludes any flow to the
Wast' Sha.ft Sump and allows for easier analysis and management of the waste water. Since
ins~ation of the basin, analysis of lead is alrnost SO times less than the Smg/L limit, and brine
accu,ulation in the Waste Shaft Sump ls negligible. In addition, the source of the inleak:age will
be d~ermined and mitigated if practical. Also being considered is aresumptiott of full ventilation
flow ~ver weekends as it llppcars that energy cost savings a.re off.set by the cost of disposal of lead
conta.Plinated water,
i

CONCLUSIONS:
The qAO considers both the water inflow and associated lead concentrations to be minor
operaponal issues that will have no impact on the enviroamen~ or huma.n health and safety
throu¥hout the operational life of the W1PP. Likewise there is no conceivable way in which this
extre$ely minor water inflow with minute concentrations of lead could influence long tenn
.
repo~tozy performance. This is especially true when considering that after the operational phase
all sh~ will be totally sealed eliminating any possibility of water or brine flow to the repository
level tom any possible source .above the Salado.
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July 11, 1996
I

Brine Intlow data per the Request of the New Mexico Environment Department
1.

What is the total amount of brine?

i
I

: Water infiltration into the WIPP is minimal compared to most mines, and appears to
have a seasonal impact. Per the attached chart, water removed from the WIPP, either
1

from the Waste Shaft Sump (prior to 1996) or from the Exhaust Shaft catch basin

1
:

·(installed in March 1996) ranges from 0 gallons to a maximum observed 4700 gallons
per month.
I

Water accumulation occurs during periods when the mine ventilation is reduced from a
typical single.fan rate of 240,000 cubic feet per minute. Normal ventilation is adequate
to evaporate the small amount of water enterina the Exhaust Shaft. On weekends,
ventilation is reduced to approximately 60.000 cfm. This lower rate is inadequate to
evaporate seepage, and also does not appear to provide enough velocity to prevent
moisture in the air from precipitating as the air rises in the Exhaust Shaft.
Total water removed from the WIPP underground was S,850 gallons in 1994, 10,980
gallons in 1995, and 6,11.S gallons to date in 1996. AB a basis for comparison, the
,WJPp Air Intake Shaft had an estimated inflow of 10,000 gallons per week prior to
;grouting between the host rock and the shaft liner.
What is the total amount of brine per day?

2.

·As noted above, the collected amount is zero gallons per day when normal ventilation
is maintaimd. Durina a typical weekend (from Friday aftemoon through Monday
momins), the maximum accumulation has been 1835 gallons.
What are the analytical results?

3.
1

i

:Attached are the analytical results for lead from sump and catch basin water dating
:back to 1990. All samples have been tested for TCLP metals and zinc, although ollly
1lead has been identified as a concern.
1
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I

4.

!How often are samples taken?
I

!Si:oce the installation of the catch basin in March 1996, sampling has been conducted
~onthly. With the indication of lead in excess of S mg/l in the 6110196 Exhaust Shaft
~atch basin sample. the frequency has been increased to weekly.
i
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